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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, we consider scheduling problems on a single machine in a sequence
dependent setup environment. For these problems, we introduce several integer
programming formulations of varying size and strength. Computational experiments
conducted on instances of 1|sij|

∑
Cj (i.e. minimizing total flow time on a single machine

under sequence dependent setup times) and 1|sij|
∑

Tj (i.e. minimizing total tardiness on
a single machine under sequence dependent setup times) illustrate the benefits of using
stronger formulations, even though the computation of their LP relaxation is more time
consuming. Incorporating these improved LP relaxation bounds, we propose an exact
branch-and-bound algorithm able to solve instances of 1|sij|

∑
Cj and 1|sij|

∑
Tj having up

to 50 and 45 jobs respectively.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Most of the research on scheduling problems has been done under the assumption that setup times are independent
of job sequence. However, in some contexts (see Gagne et al. [12] for an example in the aluminum industry), sequence
dependent setup time sij occurs in the schedule if job j is processed right after job i. Production of good schedules often relies
on management of these setup times.

In this paper, we consider single machine scheduling problems in sequence dependent setup environments and we
exhibit how these problems present similarities with the time-dependent traveling salesman problem, a variant of the
famous traveling salesman problem in which transition costs between two cities now depends on the time of the visit.
Different integer programming formulations of this problem are presented and we show how they can be used to develop
efficient solution approaches for two single machine scheduling problems, 1|sij|

∑
Cj and especially 1|sij|

∑
Tj, in which

we respectively attempt to minimize flow time and sum of the tardiness in a single machine sequence dependent setup
environment. With these approaches, we indeed solved to optimality all instances of 1|sij|

∑
Tj, proposed by Rubin and

Ragatz [26] and studied by other authors [12,28] that were considered open.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a brief literature review on scheduling problems with

setup considerations involving makespan, total flow time or total tardiness objectives. In Section 3, we introduced some
formulations of the time-dependent traveling salesman problem and we show how they can be used to model different
single machine scheduling problems. In Section 4, we show how it is possible to strengthen these formulations by using
the Dantzig–Wolfe decomposition principle (1960) and known cuts of the classical traveling salesman and node packing
problem. In Section 5, we describe a branch-and-bound algorithm able to exploit the lower bounds given by LP relaxation
of the various formulations presented here and we test it on several instances of 1|sij|

∑
Cj and 1|sij|

∑
Tj. In the last section,

we present some conclusions and future directions of research.
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2. Related work

Research on single machine scheduling problems with non-batch sequence dependent setup time has mainly focused
on the makespan objective (Cmax). Unlike sequence-independent setup time, the makespan problem without constraints,
denoted 1|sij|Cmax, is NP-hard. The makespan problem has been studied by several authors from the traveling salesman
community (see the book of Lawler et al. [18]), since there is a trivial connection between the two problems. Branch and cut
algorithms derived from pioneering work of Dantzig et al. [6] are currently the most efficient exact methods for 1|sij|Cmax.
Problems having hundred of jobs (and sometimes thousands) can be solved routinely with state-of-the-art branch and cut
algorithms [1].

The total flow problem with sequence dependent setup (1|sij|
∑

Cj), referred in the routing literature either as the
deliveryman problem, the repairman problem or the the minimum latency problem, has been studied by some authors.
Lucena et al. [19] and Bianco et al. [5] derived lower bounds (computable in O(n3)) based on Lagrangian relaxation and
implemented it inside a branch and bound algorithmable to solve instances having up to 35 jobs. Fischetti et al. [9] presented
a new formulation for the deliveryman problem having O(n2) variables. They then derived, based on matroid theory, lower
bounds for directed and undirected graphs. By incorporating these bounds inside a branch and bound algorithm, they have
been able to solve instances having up to 60 nodes. van Eijl [30] proposed, based on the formulation of Fischetti et al. [9], a
branch and cut algorithm for the deliveryman problemand the deliverymanproblemwith time-windows. She report solving
instances having 15 jobs.

For the total tardiness problem with setup considerations (1|sij|
∑

Tj), we have not found a routing analogue in the
literature. Ragatz [25] presented an implicit enumeration scheme, using a combinatorial lower bound, for the 1|sij|

∑
Tj

problem. With this algorithm, Rubin and Ragatz [26] report solving instances (with non-zero tardiness) having up to 15
jobs. For an earliness-tardiness problem with setups, which generalizes the total tardiness problem with setups, Sourd [27]
developed a Lagrangian bound deduced from a time-indexed formulation of pseudo-polynomial size. He reports solving
instances having up to 20 jobs by implementing this bound inside an implicit enumeration scheme.

In contrast to the makespan case, branch and cut algorithms still have not found to be very useful for the total flow time
problem and the total tardiness problem. For these two problems, implicit enumeration algorithms using easy to compute
bounds are currently the most efficient approaches available. In the rest of the paper, we are going to show that some
bounding schemes built on the integer programming formulations proposed by Picard and Queyranne [23] for the time-
dependent traveling salesman problem may lead to viable branch-and-cut-and-price algorithms for total flow time and
total tardiness problems with setup considerations.

3. The time-dependent traveling salesman problem

3.1. Picard and Queyranne formulations

The time-dependent traveling salesman problem (TDTSP) is a version of the classical traveling salesman problem (TSP)
where the transition cost between node i and node j depends on which period node i is visited, knowing that one period is
needed to travel from one node to another.

This problem can be addressed more formally as follows. Let G(N ; A) be an oriented graph with the node set N =

{1, . . . , n}. For each arc (i, j) ∈ A, the cost ctij of traveling on the arc at period t is known, where t = 1, . . . , n. The time-
dependent traveling salesman problem thus consists of finding the least cost Hamiltonian circuit in G,

ξ = (i1 = 1, i2, . . . , in, in+1 = i1 = 1),

where the cost of tour ξ is

cξ = c1i1 i2 + c2i2 i3 + · · · + cnin i1 .

Fox [10,11] introduced the time-dependent traveling salesman problem and gave for it two very compact (but non
practical) integer programming formulations. Picard and Queyranne [23] later proposed two stronger integer programming
formulations. The first formulation contains O(n3) variables and O(n2) constraints and is very similar to a formulation
proposed by Hadley [14] for the classical traveling salesman problem:

zT3 = min
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

n∑
t=1

ctijx
t
ij (1)

n∑
i=1

n∑
t=1

xtij = 1, j = 1, . . . , n, (2)

∑
(1,j)∈A

x11j = 1, (3)

∑
(i,j)∈A

xtij −
∑

(j,i)∈A

xt+1
ji = 0, t = 2, . . . , n − 1, j = 1, . . . , n, (4)
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(i,1)∈A

xni1 = 1, (5)

xtij ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , n, t = 1, . . . , n. (6)

This formulation illustrates that the time-dependent traveling salesman problem can be seen as a shortest path problem
on a multipartite network with complicating constraints that are used to force the path to visit every node once and only
once (see Fig. 1). Let us define (i, j)t as the decision of visiting arc (i, j) at position t and (i, t) the state indicating that node i is
visited at position t in the tour. In this multipartite network, we simply associate an arc of cost ctij to every possible decision
(i, j)t which consists of going from state (i, t) to state (j, t+1). If we consider that states (1, 1) and (1, n+1) are respectively
the source and sink nodes in this network, then every path going from the source to the sink that respects constraints (2)–(6)
can thus be seen as a feasible solution to the TSTSP since it defines a Hamiltonian circuit and there is no solution to the TDTSP
that cannot be transposed as a path in this network. If we use path variables, instead of flow variables xtij, we can deduce the
second formulation of Picard and Queyranne [23] for the time-dependent traveling salesman problem:

zDW(T3) = min
∑
p∈Ω

(
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

n∑
t=1

ctijx
tp
ij

)
θp (7)

∑
p∈Ω

(
n∑

i=1

n∑
t=1

xtpij

)
θp = 1, j = 1, . . . , n, (8)

θp ∈ {0, 1}, p ∈ Ω, (9)

where Ω is the set of feasible paths of the multipartite network and xtpj is a constant taking value 1 if path p visits arc (i, j) at
position t and 0 otherwise. This formulation contains only n constraints but an exponential number of columns and can be
seen as a Dantzig and Wolfe [7] reformulation of T3.

Fig. 1. The multipartite network for a 4 cities problem.

Despite the huge number of columns, it can be easier to solve DW(T3) than T3. Indeed, for a vector of dual variables π
associated with constraints (8), one can find the path p associated with the variable θp that has the smallest reduced cost by
solving the auxiliary problem:

zSP(T3) = min
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

n∑
t=1

(ctij − πj)x
t
ij (10)

∑
(1,j)∈A

x11j = 1, (11)

∑
(i,j)∈A

xtij −
∑

(j,i)∈A

xt+1
ji = 0, t = 2, . . . , n − 1, j = 1, . . . , n, (12)

∑
(i,1)∈A

xni1 = 1, (13)

xtij ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , n (14)

which can be solved as a shortest path problem in themultipartite network described previously. If one uses this subproblem
to price the columnswithin the revised simplex algorithm (instead of the classical procedure), we can alleviate the difficulty
of handling a huge number of columns.

The flow formulation of Picard and Queyranne [23] is behind many approaches developed for the TDTSP. The bounds
of Lucena [19] and Bianco et al. [5] for the deliveryman problem has been deduced from formulation T3. Vander Wiel and
Sahinidis [29] applied a Benders decomposition to a reformulation of T3 in order to accelerate lower bound calculation and
solved pure time-dependent traveling salesman instances having up to 18 nodes, by embedding their bound in a branch-
and-bound algorithm. Formulation T3 has even been used for the classical (asymmetric) traveling salesman problem by
Orman and Williams [21].

The path formulation of Picard and Queyranne [23] has not been studied as much as T3. This can be explained partly by
the fact that columns generally admit a large number of non-zero elements complicating the resolution of the restricted
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problem. However, the path formulation is sometimes preferable to the flow formulation. Besides being often easier to
solve than the flow formulation, path formulation can be tightened by eliminating from the set Ω some non feasible paths
(i.e those not including every city) with k-cycle elimination techniques (see Houck et al. [15] and Irnich and Villeneuve [17]).

3.2. Application to single machine scheduling problems

TDTSP formulations can easily be extended to single machine problems with sequence dependent setup times.
Let N = {1, . . . , n} be the set of jobs to process where we assume that job 1 is a dummy job used to mark the beginning

and the end of the sequence. For each job to be processed, there is a required process time pj, a released time rj and a setup
time sij incurred if job j is sequenced right after i. By introducing variables Ct that give the completion time of the job in
position t and by setting:

C1 = 0,

Ct ≥ Ct−1 +

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

(sij + pj)x
t−1
ij , t = 2, . . . , n,

Ct ≥

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

(rj + pj)x
t−1
ij , t = 2, . . . , n,

we can enforce constraints on the release date of jobs. If we add these constraints to one of the TDTSP formulations presented
before and weminimize

∑n
t=1 Ct instead of

∑n
i=1

∑n
j=1

∑n
t=1 c

t
ijx

t
ij, we thus obtain a valid integer programming formulation for

1|rj, sij|
∑

Cj. Note that for instances without release times, 1|sij|
∑

Cj, there is no idle time in any optimal solution and we do
not need these inequalities to calculate position completion time. In this case, we just need to minimize

∑n
i=1

∑n
j=1

∑n
t=1 c

t
ijx

t
ij

with costs:

ctij = (n − t + 1)(sij + pj).

In a similar manner, problem 1|rj, sij|
∑

Tj can be modeled by introducing in TDTSP formulations variables Tt which measure
the tardiness of the job processed in position t, and by setting:

Tt ≥ Ct −

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

djx
t−1
ij , t = 2, . . . , n,

Tt ≥ 0

since tardiness for job j is defined as max{Cj − dj, 0}, where dj is the due date of job j. The objective of the problem is now
minn

t=1 Tt (instead of min
∑n

i=1
∑n

j=1
∑n

t=1 c
t
ijx

t
ij). Unlike the total flow time problem, extra constraints are needed to evaluate

the objective and to our knowledge, there is no way to model 1|sij|
∑

Tj as a pure TDTSP.
Problem 1|rj, sij|

∑
wjUj, which consists of minimizing the weighted number of late jobs with release dates and sequence

dependent setup times, can be formulated by replacing constraints forcing the processing of all the jobs exactly once, such
as (2) in model T3, by:

n∑
i=1

n∑
t=1

xtij + Uj = 1, j = 1, . . . , n,

where Uj is a binary variable that takes the value 1 if job j is late (0 otherwise), by adding these constraints to enforce due
date constraints:

Ct ≤

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

djx
t−1
ij , t = 2, . . . , n

and by letting this objective:

min
∑
j∈n

Uj.

TDTSP formulations can also be useful to model positional constraints (for instance, job j has to be processed between
position r̄j and position d̄j). It can, however, be difficult with these kinds of formulations tomodel weighted completion time
objectives (such as

∑
wjCj or

∑
wjTj), because completion times are given according to positions, not jobs.

4. Stronger formulations

4.1. Picard and Queyranne original formulations

We have seen two integer programming formulations of the time-dependent traveling salesman problem of different
size which can be used to model a wide variety of single machine scheduling problems with sequence dependent setup
times. But how good are they?
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Table 1
LP relaxation obtained for 1|sij|Cmax

Problem T3 DFJ OPT

gr17 1808.8 2085 2085
gr21 2524.3 2707 2707
gr24 1136.1 1272 1272
bays29 1844.6 2013 2020
bayg29 1493.3 1608 1610

Table 2
Lower bounds obtained for 1|sij|

∑
Cj and 1|sij|

∑
Tj

Type Problem LP(T3) OPT

1|sij|
∑

Cj gr17 10641.8 10897.7
gr21 20378.5 24345
gr24 11770.5 13795
bays29 23163 26862
bayg29 19319 22230

1|sij|
∑

Tj prob408 5342.1 5660
prob503 3479.7 3497
prob507 7137.9 7225
prob508 1642.2 1915

In the context of the classical traveling salesman, Orman and Williams [21] showed that

LP(T3) ≤ LP(DFJ),

where LP(T3) is the value of the LP relaxation of formulation T3 and LP(DFJ) is the value of the Dantzig et al. [6] LP relaxation
of the TSP. Recall that the Dantzig, Fulkerson and Johnson formulation is given by:

zDFJ = min
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

cijxij, (15)

n∑
i=1

xij = 1, j = 1, . . . , n, (16)

n∑
j=1

xij = 1, i = 1, . . . , n, (17)

∑
(i,j)∈A:i∈S,j6∈S

xij ≥ 1, S ⊂ N, |S| ≥ 2, (18)

xij ∈ {0, 1}, (i, j) ∈ A, (19)

where xij is a binary variable indicating if arc (i, j) is in the tour. The assignment constraints (16)–(17) impose the inclusion
of all the nodes into the tour while (18) are subtour elimination constraints.

Furthermore, since DW(T3) is a Dantzig–Wolfe reformulation of T3 with a subproblem that possesses the integrity
property [13], we know that:

LP(T3) = LP(DW(T3)).

Time-dependent formulations are therefore weaker in theory than formulation DFJ. What is the practical impact of this?
Table 1, which presents some results of an experiment conducted on small traveling salesman instances (taken fromTSPLIB),
clearly shows that weak theoretical models are also weak in practice.

The results achieved with T3 are disappointing. We were expecting more from this formulation which, at first glance,
seems appealing since its constraints have only 1, 0, −1 coefficients. For all the cases, the lower bound given by the
formulation of Picard and Queyranne is inferior to the one given by the Dantzig–Fulkerson–Johnson formulation (difference
of at least 5%).

Formulations T3 also seems to give poor lower bounds for 1|sij|
∑

Cj and 1|sij|
∑

Tj as shown in Table 2.
We observed that using such weak lower bounds inside a branch-and-bound algorithm generally leads to large search

trees. For instance, a 29 cities of a symmetric traveling salesman problem easily solved with other approaches, needs more
than 30000 nodes (with cplex9.0) when using the bound given by T3 in order to find the optimal solution. In the next
subsection, we consider cutting plane techniques of integer programming theory to get stronger bounds for the TDTSP
formulations.
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4.2. Cuts

We can strengthen formulations T3 and DW(T3) by using some known results for the traveling salesman and node
packing problems. Indeed,mapping the time-dependent solution onto a time-independent TSP one by adding the constraints

xij =

n∑
t=1

(xtij + xtji), (i, j) ∈ A, i < j

to TDTSP formulations, we can use cuts developed for the traveling salesman problem. For instance, the subtour cuts:∑
(i,j)∈A:i,j∈S,i<j

xij ≤ |S| − 1, S ⊂ N, |S| ≥ 2 (20)

can be used for the others. We can also use the 2-matching cuts of the (symmetric) traveling salesman problem

∑
i∈H

∑
j∈H

xij +
∑

(i,j)∈Ê

xij ≤ |H| +

⌊
|Ê|

2

⌋
, (21)

where H is an odd set of nodes, called the handle, with 3 ≤ |H| ≤ |N| and where Ê is an odd set of edges, called the set of
teeth, such that all its edges have at least one node in common with H.

Moreover, if we build a conflict graph for variables xtij (see [3]), we can obtain some non-trivial valid inequalities for the
TDTSP polytope by exploiting cuts known for the node packing polytope, such as clique inequalities (see Padberg [22]).

In a conflict graph, there is typically one vertex for each binary variable and there is an edge between two vertices if they
are associated with variables that are incompatible (i.e both variables cannot have the value 1 in any optimal solution of the
problem). In the TDTSP case for instance, we know that variables xtij and xskl are incompatible if:

• j = l or i = k;
• s 6= t + 1, k = j, k 6= 1 or s 6= t − 1, l = i, k 6= 1.

The first relation prevents leaving (or arriving at) a node more than once while the second relation forbids the arrival at
node j in position t after leaving node j in position s when s 6= t + 1 (except for node 1).

Let C be a set of nodes in the conflict graph (built according to these two incompatibility relations) defining a clique (i.e
inducing a complete subgraph). Then, we know that the following inequality is valid:∑

(i,j)t∈C

xtij ≤ 1.

This inequality, referred as a clique inequality in the node packing problem literature, simply expresses the fact that only
one variable in set C can take the value 1 if all the variables of C are mutually incompatible.

Based on these results, we devised three versions of a cutting plane algorithm in order to get better bounds for the time-
dependent traveling salesman. The three versions work according to the scheme:

1. Solve the LP relaxation of T3.
2. If there is a valid inequality violated by the solution of the LP relaxation, add this valid inequality to T3 and go back to
1. Otherwise STOP.

In the first version of the algorithm, we only add subtour and 2-matching cuts, in the second version, we only add clique
constraints while in the third version, we add cuts from the three families.

To identify violated subtours and 2-matching inequalities, we use the separation routines of Concorde, a library designed
to solve large scale TSP problems (see [1]) whereas for clique inequalities, we devise a separation procedure based on this
algorithm:

Let L be a list of tabu vertices, v the vertex from which we extend the clique, N(v) the neighbors of v and C the
clique we get in output.
1. C = v
2. P = N(v) \ L
3.whileP 6= ∅

3.1 Find vertex w in P of greatest weight
3.2 C = C ∪ w
3.3 P = P ∩ (N(w) \ L)

4. end while

By invoking this procedure many times from different vertices with different tabu lists, we can find a clique C from the
conflict graph of large weight, where in our case the weight of C is∑

(i,j)t∈C

x̂tij,
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Table 3
Lower bounds obtained with the cutting plane algorithm

Type Problem LP(T3)tsp LP(T3)cliques LP(T3)tspclique OPT

1|sij|Cmax gr17 2085 1998.6 2085 2085
gr21 2707 2707 2707 2707
gr24 1272 1258.1 1272 1272
bays29 2020 1950.1 2020 2020
bayg29 1610 1570.5 1610 1610
rbg016a 881 881 881 881
rbg031a 1801 1787.8 1801 1801
rgb050b 9670.0 9670.0 9670.0 9670.0

1|sij|
∑

Cj gr17 12073.1 12451.4 12686.8 12994
gr21 21785.3 22991.2 23260.5 24345
gr24 12751.7 13327.2 13395 13795
bays29 24261.4 24750 25041.5 26862
bayg29 20316.6 20498.1 20834.8 22230
rbg016a 7209.2 7226 7226 7226
rbg031a 26760.4 26705.0 26810.3 26853
rgb050b 72428.5 72470.1 72476.5 72496

1|sij|
∑

Tj prob408 5344.2 5357.1 5359.2 5660
prob503 3480.2 3480.7 3480.7 3497
prob507 7149.4 7150.5 7154.2 7225
prob508 1642.2 1649.3 1649.2 1915

Table 4
Integrity gaps (%)

Type Problem LP(T3) LP(T3)tsp LP(T3)cliques LP(T3)tspcliques

1|sij|Cmax gr17 13.25 0.00 4.14 0
gr21 6.75 0.00 0.00 0.00
gr24 10.68 0.00 1.09 0
bays29 8.68 0.00 3.46 0
bayg29 7.25 0.00 2.45 0
rbg016a 0.20 0.15 0.00 0.00
rbg031a 0.81 0.24 0.23 0.00
rgb050b 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1|sij|
∑

Cj gr17 18.10 7.09 4.18 2.36
gr21 16.29 10.51 5.56 4.45
gr24 14.68 7.56 3.39 2.90
bays29 13.78 9.67 7.86 6.78
bayg29 13.1 8.61 7.79 6.28
rbg016a 0.98 0.23 0.00 0.00
rbg031a 1.32 0.34 0.55 0.16
rgb050b 0.19 0.09 1.41 0.00

1|sij|
∑

Tj prob408 5.61 5.58 5.33 5.70
prob503 0.49 0.48 0.47 0.47
prob507 1.21 1.05 1.03 0.98
prob508 14.25 14.25 13.87 13.89

x̂tij being the value of variable xtij in the LP relaxation. If∑
(i,j)t∈C

x̂tij > 1,

then the clique cut associated with C is violated by the current solution and we can add this inequality to strengthen the
formulation.

Table 3 contains the lower bounds obtained with the three versions of the cutting plane algorithm (noted respectively
LP(T3)tsp, LP(T3)cliques, LP(T3)

tsp
cliques). We observe that the strongest cuts for 1|sij|Cmax are clearly subtour and 2-matching cuts.

We were actually able to solve the five instances considered by adding only those cuts while only one of the instances was
solved when simply adding clique cuts. This result was, however, predictable as LP(T3)tsp ≥ LP(DFJ) and the quality of the
bound given by LP(DFJ) is well known.

For the 1|sij|
∑

Cj problem, only two instances could have been solved when adding only cuts and this seems to confirm
that the deliveryman problem is typically more difficult than the traveling salesman problem. Clique cuts in this case are
those that closed the gap themost for all instances. By adding them, it was possible in some instances to reduce the integrity
gap by half. Despite this, integrity gaps remain quite large (particularly for instance bays29 and bayg29, where they reach 6%
and 7%, see Table 4).
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Table 5
Lower bounds obtained with k-cycle elimination

Type Problem k = 2 k = 3 k = 4 OPT

1|sij|Cmax gr17 1882.7 2010.2 2074.5 2085
gr21 2707 2707 2707 2707
gr24 1243.3 1272 1272 1272
bays29 1952.5 2002.8 2020 2020
bayg29 1554.2 1597.4 1605.7 1610
rbg016a 879.7 881 881 881
rbg031a 1796.7 1796.8 1801 1801
rgb050b 9670 9670 9670 9670

1|sij|
∑

Cj gr17 11909.2 12994 12994 12994
gr21 23258.5 24345 24345 24345
gr24 13586.1 13795 13795 13795
bays29 25441.4 26121.4 26675.4 26862
bayg29 20869.8 21524.2 21814.6 22230
rbg016a 7178.3 7226 7226 7226
rbg031a 26700.5 26704.7 26853 26853
rgb050b 72450.2 72494.3 72496 72496

1|sij|
∑

Tj prob408 5357.2 5360.8 5367.9 5660
prob503 3480.7 3481.3 3481.3 3497
prob507 7149.3 7155.9 7170.9 7225
prob508 1649.9 1650.7 1654.4 1915

For problems 1|sij|
∑

Tj, cutting planes did not seem to work very well. Only a very small part of the integrity gap could
be filled using cuts.

4.3. k-cycle elimination

The path formulation DW(T3) can be strengthened by introducing cuts in subproblem SP(T3) in order to eliminate from
setΩ some paths that are known to be infeasible.We can for instance add the following cuts in the subproblem so that paths
admitting 2-cycle (like i–j–i) are no longer in Ω:

xtij + xt+1
ji ≤ 1, i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , n, t = 1, . . . , n.

With these additional constraints, subproblem SP(T3) can be solved using the recursion:

f (·, 1, 1) = 0
f (i, j, t) = min

k∈N\{i,j}
{f (k, i, t − 1) + ct−1

ij − πj}, where i ∈ N, j ∈ N, t = 2, . . . , n

f (·, 1, t + 1) = min
k∈N\{1}

f (k, 1, t),

where f (i, j, t) gives the cost associated with the decision of processing j in position t after job i. At first glance, one might
think that this recursion can be solved in O(n4) (because there are (n − 1)(n − 1) states and (n − 1) possible extensions to
evaluate for each state). Houck et al. [15] however demonstrated that state (i, j, t) of cost f (i, j, t) is dominated if there is a
state (k, j, t) and a state (l, j, t) such that f (k, j, t) ≤ f (i, j, t) and f (l, j, t) ≤ f (k, j, t). This dominance rule allows us to reduce
the complexity of resolution to O(n3).

In a similar fashion, we can solve SP(T3) with no k-cycles (cycle of length k) by using the recursion:

f (·, ·, . . . , ·, 1, 1) = 0
f (i1, i2, . . . , ik−1, ik, t) = min

i0∈N\{i1,...,ik−1,ik}
{f (i0, i1, . . . , ik−2, ik−1, t − 1) + ct−1

ik−1 ik
− πik },

where i0, i1, i2, . . . , ik ∈ N, t = 2, . . . , n
f (·, ·, . . . , ·, 1, t + 1) = min

i1,...,ik−1,ik∈N\{1}

{f (i1, i2, . . . , ik, 1, t)},

where f (i1, i2, . . . , ik−1, ik, t) gives the cost associated with the decision of processing job ik in position t after sequence
i1, i2, . . . , ik−1. In this case, it also seems difficult at first glance to solve this recursion. Irnich and Villeneuve [17] proposed,
however, a very efficient dominance rule that enables us to reduce the complexity of resolution to O(n3k(k − 1)!2) (and
perhaps to O(k!n3), if a conjecture suggested in their paper is true). This rule generalizes the rule of Houck et al. [15] and
essentially stipulates that a state is dominated if for all of its possible extensions without a k-cycle, there is another state of
equal or better cost that allows this extension without a k-cycle.

We implemented formulation DW(T3) with k-cycle elimination inside Gencol, a branch and price solver [31]. Numerical
results obtained with k-cycle elimination, for k = 2, 3, 4, are presented in Tables 5 and 6.
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Table 6
Integrity gaps obtained with k-cycle elimination (%)

Type Problem k = 2 k = 3 k = 4

1|sij|Cmax gr17 9.70 3.59 0.50
gr21 0.00 0.00 0.00
gr24 2.25 0.00 0.00
bays29 3.34 0.85 0.00
bayg29 3.47 0.78 0.00
rbg016a 0.15 0.00 0.00
rbg031a 0.24 0.23 0.00
rgb050b 0.00 0.00 0.00

1|sij|
∑

Cj gr17 8.35 0.00 0.27
gr21 4.46 0.00 0.00
gr24 1.51 0.00 0.00
bays29 5.29 2.76 0.70
bayg29 6.12 3.17 1.87
rbg016a 0.66 0.00 0.00
rbg031a 0.57 0.55 0.00
rgb050b 0.06 0.00 0.00

1|sij|
∑

Tj prob408 5.35 5.29 5.16
prob503 0.47 0.45 0.45
prob507 1.04 0.96 0.75
prob508 13.84 13.80 13.61

For problems 1|sij|Cmax, results indicate that it is possible to improve the bounds for DW(T3) when using aggressive k-
cycle elimination (k ≥ 3) instead of cut cliques. However, adding classical TSP cuts (see Table 3) still seems to be the best
way to close the gap.

For problems 1|sij|
∑

Cj, k-cycle elimination appears to be the best approach to get stronger bounds. For problem bayg29,
we were able to reduce the integrity gap down to 2% when using 4-cycle elimination, while it stayed over 6% when using
TSP and clique cuts. Three instances of 1|sij|

∑
Cj were even solved when using 3-cycle and 4-cycle elimination. Solving

LP relaxation of DW(T3) with k-cycle elimination is indeed more laborious (for bayg29, solving LP relaxation of DW(T3)
requires 4 s, while 25 s are needed to solved it with 4-cycle elimination) but the improvement of the lower bound seems to
compensate well.

For problems 1|sij|
∑

Tj, benefits earned with k-cycle elimination remain minor. This seems to indicate that the weakness
of the formulation proposed for 1|sij|

∑
Tj does not reside in the TDTSP constraints, but rather in the following constraints

C1 = 0,

Ct = Ct−1 +

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

(sij + pj)x
t−1
ij , t = 2, . . . , n

Tt ≥ Ct −

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

djx
t−1
ij , t = 2, . . . , n

Tt ≥ 0, t = 2, . . . , n

used in order to measure position tardiness. Hence, we developed a new formulation for 1|sij|
∑

Tj that does not use side
constraints to compute tardiness.

4.4. A new formulation for 1|sij|
∑

Tj

This formulation can be seen as a special case of the unified formulation of Desaulniers et al. [8] for routing and crew
scheduling problems and generalizes the column generation formulation of Picard and Queyranne [23] proposed for the
time-dependent traveling salesman problem.

Let us consider the multipartite graph presented in Section 2. Let Ω be the set of paths in this graph and cp be the sum of
tardiness accumulated on path p ∈ Ω . Then, the following integer program can be used to model 1|sij|

∑
Tj:

zDW(T3′) = min
∑
p∈Ω

cpθp (22)

∑
p∈Ω

(
n∑

i=1

n∑
t=1

xtpij

)
θp = 1, j = 1, . . . , n, (23)

θp ∈ {0, 1}, p ∈ Ω . (24)

This formulation simply expresses the fact that we have to choose the path in the multipartite network that minimizes the
sum of tardiness and that “visits” every jobs once and only once. This model can be distinguished from that of Picard and
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Queyranne for the TDTSP in the way columns are priced out. For TDTSP, we saw that it was sufficient to solve a shortest path
problem on a multipartite graph to price out columns. If our objective consists of minimizing

∑
Tj, we must instead solve

this auxiliary problem to identify interesting columns:

zSP(T3′) = min
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

n∑
t=1

(f tij − πj)x
t
ij (25)

∑
(1,j)∈A

x11j = 1, (26)

∑
(i,j)∈A

xtij −
∑

(j,i)∈A

xt+1
ji = 0, t = 2, . . . , n − 1, j = 1, . . . , n, (27)

∑
(i,1)∈A

xni1 = 1, (28)

C1 = 0, (29)

Ct = Ct−1 +

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

(sij + pj)x
t−1
ij , t = 2, . . . , n, (30)

Tt ≥ Ct −

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

djx
t−1
ij , t = 2, . . . , n, (31)

f tij = Tt+1x
t
ij, i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , n, t = 1, . . . , n − 1, (32)

xtij ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , n, t = 1, . . . , n, (33)

Tt ≥ 0, t = 1, . . . , n. (34)

Besides TDTSP variables xtij, this formulation uses continuous variables Ct and Tt that represent the completion time and
tardiness for each position, and the variables f tij that give the cost associated with decisions (i, j)t . The variable xtij equals 1
when job j is processed in position t + 1 (and the cost associated with this decision is the tardiness of the job in position
t + 1); otherwise xtij = 0 (and f tij = 0). At first glance, this non-linear integer pricing problem appears difficult to solve. We
can, however, solve it by dynamic programming. Indeed, let f (j, t, τ) be a function that gives the cost of the optimal sequence
in which job j is fully processed in position t and finished at moment τ, where τ = 0, . . . , τmax, τmax being the length of the
planning horizon. Then, we can solve SP(T3′) using the recursion:

f (1, 1, 0) = 0,
f (j, t, τ) = min

i∈N\{j}
{f (i, t − 1, τ − sij − pj) + max{τ − dj, 0} − πj}.

The optimal solution to SP(T3′) thus consists of finding

f (1, n + 1,−) = min
τ=0,...,τmax

f (1, n, τ)

that gives the value of the best sequence, whatever its end is. Since, in the worst case, there are O(τmaxn2) states and
for each state we have to carry out n − 1 extensions, this gives a procedure that has a complexity of O(τmaxn3) (versus
O(n3) for DW(T3)). This may appear problematic. Actually, for a problem of 30 jobs with τmax = 1000, we can generate
in theory around 27 million states with this procedure. Fortunately, dominance rules can be implemented to limit state
expansion. Since the objective function

∑
Tj is non-decreasing according to completion times, we know that state (j, t, τ1)

dominates state (j, t, τ2) if f (j, t, τ1) ≤ f (j, t, τ2) and τ1 ≤ τ2: all states reachable from state (j, t, τ2) can also be reached
from state (j, t, τ1) at a better or equal cost. Also, in the context of column generation, pricing problems needed to be solved
to optimality only at the end of the process, when we have to prove that there are no more negative reduced cost columns.
This implies that during intermediate column generation iterations, we can explore partially dynamic programming states
without preventing the process from converging toward the optimal solution. In our implementation, this allowed us to
dramatically decrease the time dedicated to solving the pricing problem.

However, it remains much more difficult to calculate LP relaxation of formulation DW(T3′) than that of formulation
DW(T3) even if we use sophisticated accelerating strategies. Is model DW(T3′) strong enough to compensate for this radical
increase in the LP relaxation solution time? Table 7, which compares the lower bounds obtained by both formulations,
confirms that it is indeed the case.

Results presented in Table 7 clearly indicate that the new model gives much better bounds. For problem prob608, the
new model gave a lower bound of 4660.5 whereas from model DW(T3) we obtained a bound of 2776.5. For this instance,
we were thus able to reduce the gap from 51.89% to 1.53%. For prob508 and prob408, we also obtained much better lower
bounds with DW(T3′), while for prob503 and prob506, the improvement is not dramatic (but in both cases, the bound given
by DW(T3) was already good).
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Table 7
Lower bounds: LP(DW(T3′)) vs LP(DW(T3))

Type Problem LP(DW(T3)) gap LP(DW(T3′)) gap OPT

1|sij|
∑

Tj prob408 5357.2 5.35 5656.8 0.06 5660
prob503 3479.7 0.50 3494.4 0.07 3497
prob507 7137.9 1.21 7201.5 0.33 7225
prob508 1642.2 14.25 1900.0 0.78 1915
prob608 2276.6 51.89 4660.5 1.53 4732

Table 8
LP relaxation solution time (s): LP(DW(T3)) and LP(DW(T3′))

Type Problem nbJobs LP(DW(T3)) LP(DW(T3′))

1|sij|
∑

Tj prob408 15 ≤1 2
prob503 25 3 46
prob507 25 3 157
prob508 25 3 75
prob608 35 70 2303

Formulation DW(T3′) appears to be a strong model for 1|sij|
∑

Tj. Furthermore, we can also use it to model 1|sij|
∑

wjTj,
which is not really possible with DW(T3). In this case, we only need to solve for the pricing problem, the recursion:

f (1, 1, 0) = 0,
f (j, t, τ) = min

i∈N\{j}
{f (i, t − 1, τ − sij − pj) + wj max{τ − dj, 0} − πj}.

However, formulation DW(T3′) admits a significant limitation: solving its LP relaxation can be very costly, as illustrated by
Table 8.

5. A branch-and-bound algorithm

Wehave seen several integer programming formulations for the TDTSP. Which formulation is best? In the last section, we
attempted to answer this by putting emphasis on the quality of their LP relaxation, which is a good theoretical criterion. But
practically, the best formulation is still the one that is the easiest to solve, no matter which gives the best LP lower bound.
In this section, we introduce a branching mechanism that can be used to solve all formulations presented in this paper. We
then present numerical results conducted on several instances of 1|sij|

∑
Cj and 1|sij|

∑
Tj using different bounding schemes

that confirm the benefits of using stronger lower bounds.

5.1. Branching rule

For all formulations, we propose to branch directly on variables xtij. For T3, values of these variables are explicitly known
at the linear relaxation, while they can be deduced for DW(T3) and DW(T3′) from:

xtij =
∑
p∈Ω

xtpij θp, (35)

where xtpij is a constant taking the value 1 if path p contains arc (i, j) in position t, 0 otherwise. If variables xtij are all integer
valued, then we have solved the problem. Otherwise, we have to branch.

Let xtij be the fractional valued variable on which a branching decision will be made. There are several criteria that can
be useful to identify this variable: values closest to 0.5, values closest to 1, penalties, etc. But we adopted the following
approaches: for problem 1|sij|

∑
Cj, we initially branch on fractional valued variables that appear first in the sequence, while

for 1|sij|
∑

Tj, we initially branch on fractional valued variables that appear last in the sequence. Using these procedures, we
attempt to rapidly fix variables that have the greatest impact on the cost of the solution (since for 1|sij|

∑
Cj, the greatest

costs appear in the first few terms of the sequence while for 1|sij|
∑

Tj, they usually appear during the last positions) and
this can help us to quickly identify unpromising branches. Once the variable xtij is identified, we set on the left branch xtij = 1
and on the right branch xtij = 0. These decisions can be applied without adding any cuts to the model. To apply the decision
xtij = 0, we just need to remove from the model the variable (or the arc) concerned while to apply xtij = 1, it is sufficient to
remove from the model all variables (or arcs) associated with position t (except naturally xtij).

When using this branching rule inside a classical branch- and-bound algorithm for integer programming (see [20], one
obtains an algorithm able to solve in finite (but exponentially increasing) time all the integer programs presented here.
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Table 9
Results for 1|sij|

∑
Cj with the branch-and-bound algorithm

Problem nbJobs DW(T3)tspcliques DW(T3)tsp,k=2
cliques DW(T3)tsp,k=4

cliques
Time Nodes Time Nodes Time Nodes

gr17 17 72 500 4 33 3 1
gr21 21 197 370 13 43 10 1
gr24 24 258 453 10 14 15 1
bays29 29 13977 2756 600 382 76 16
bayg29 29 30014 3904 1571 648 191 51
rbg016a 17 8 51 4 23 15 1
rbg031a 32 123 348 338 360 90 1
rbg050b 51 5344 1762 8903 712 37342 39
dTsp40.0 40 – – – – 6473 377
dTsp40.1 40 – – – – 1452 50
dTsp40.2 40 – – – – 1068 28
dTsp40.3 40 – – – – 629 24
dTsp40.4 40 – – – – 299 4
dTsp50.0 50 – – – – 1364 5
dTsp50.1 50 – – – – 56240 571
dTsp50.2 50 – – – – 3668 8
dTsp50.3 50 – – – – 47771 541
dTsp50.4 50 – – – – 109586 1514

5.2. Cutting planes

Violated subtour or 2 matching inequalities are identified at each node of the search tree. Clique inequalities are only
generated at the top of the tree (for the first 25 LP reoptimizations). Moreover, since these inequalities are expressed in
terms of subproblem variables xtij, they can be easily incorporated in any of the Dantzig–Wolfe reformulations [24] by using
relation (35) to link subproblem flow variables to the master problem path variables.

5.3. Column generation

All the subproblems of the Dantzig–Wolfe reformulations are solved by dynamic programming in the spirit of algorithms
developed for the shortest paths problems with resource constraints (see for instance [16]). As mentioned before, these
subproblems only have to be solved exactly at end of the process, to prove the optimality of LP relaxation. In our
implementation, this allows us to solve LP relaxation of Dantzig–Wolfe reformulations with a 4 phase column generation
procedure, where in the first three phases, the number of non dominated states to be kept at each stage of the dynamic
programming algorithm is limited to a certain number (3, 10 and 100 respectively) while in the final phase, every non
dominated state is kept.

5.4. Numerical results

5.4.1. Problem 1|sij|
∑

Cj

We solved this class of problems with a branch-and-bound algorithm using the branching rule presented above in
conjunction with bounds given by the LP relaxation of DW(T3)tspcliques, DW(T3)tsp,k=2

cliques and DW(T3)tsp,k=4
cliques . The search tree has

been explored using the depth until leaf strategy (a mixture of the depth first and the best first strategy). Table 9 contains
the CPU time (in s) and the number of nodes required to solve five small and medium size instances taken from TSPLIB,
3 scheduling instances taken from Ascheuer et al. [2] and 10 randomly generated instances. We slightly adapted these
instances for our context. We relaxed time-window constraints and neglected job n (a dummy job used to mark the end of
the sequence). For random instances, we proceeded according to the method proposed in [9] which consists of randomly
picking n points in a 100×100 grid and to take as costs the Euclidian distance between nodes rounded to the nearest integer.
All tests were carried out on a standard PC with an Intel Pentium 4 processor, 3.40 GHz with 2072 MB main memory. The
code has been implemented with NetGen6.1, a collection of C++ libraries that facilitates the development of applications
for CPLEX (a mixed-integer solver) and Gencol (a column generation solver).

Results indicated that it is very profitable for 1|sij|
∑

Cj to aggressively eliminate k-cycles. By using 4-cycle elimination,
wewere able to solve all small andmedium size instances in less than 3minutes, while for bayg29 and bays29, several hours
were necessary without using k-cycle elimination.

With the strengthened formulations presented in this paper, we were able to solve instances of 1|sij|
∑

Cj having up
to 50 jobs in a reasonable time. These results can be compared favorably with those obtained by implicit enumeration
approaches proposed by Lucena [19] and Bianco et al. [5] that both use a bound derived from T3 by Lagrangian relaxation
(and computable in O(n3)), since, with their algorithms, they have respectively been able to solve 30 and 35 jobs instances.
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Table 10
Results for 1|sij|

∑
Tj with the branch-and-bound algorithm

nbJobs Problem Type T3cplex DW(T3)tspcliques DW(T3′)tsp OPT

Time Nodes Time Nodes Time Nodes

15 401 LLN 24 79 4 27 4 4 90∗

15 402 LLW 38 101 2 55 1 27 0∗

15 403 LMN 4 10 14 251 2 3 3418∗

15 404 LMW 328 1111 2340 27277 1 1 1067∗

15 405 HLN 1 1 1 59 2 33 0∗

15 406 HLW 5439 29000 1 55 1 26 0∗

15 407 HMN 3 20 4 39 15 14 1861∗

15 408 HMW 145 555 >100000 5 3 5660∗

25 501 LLN 1061 238 56 48 179 13 261∗∗

25 502 LLW 192 51 161 229 13 102 0∗

25 503 LMN 96 39 55 176 137 13 3497∗∗

25 504 LMW >100000 12 79 63 31 0∗

25 505 HLN 481 139 7 69 63 31 0∗

25 506 HLW 978 633 36 149 9 48 0∗

25 507 HMN 99 210 220 752 582 26 7225∗∗

25 508 HMW 2586 1976 4621 4368 243 4 1915∗∗

35 601 LLN 9686 550 473 35 1371 6 12∗∗

35 602 LLW 600 39 259 248 40 130 0∗

35 603 LMN 749 2215 >100000 >100000 17587∗∗

35 604 LMW >100000 >100000 >100000 19092
35 605 HLN >100000 828 93 15435 19 228∗∗

35 606 HLW >100000 588 198 71 143 0∗

35 607 HMN 1956 1039 78768 39965 19760 75 12969∗∗

35 608 HMW >100000 >100000 47787 132 4732∗∗

45 701 LLN >100000 3400 137 51430 51 97∗∗

45 702 LLW >100000 2003 375 374 232 0∗

45 703 LMN >100000 >100000 >100000 26533
45 704 LMW >100000 >100000 >100000 16577
45 705 HLN >100000 2636 359 >100000 200∗∗

45 706 HLW >100000 1938 382 234 119 0∗

45 707 HMN >100000 >100000 >100000 23797
45 708 HMW >100000 >100000 >100000 22829

However, our approach is dominated by the implicit enumeration algorithm presented in Fischetti et al. [9] based on a lower
bound that is quite weak but easy to compute (in O(n2)). With this approach, they have actually been able to solve some
instances of 60 nodes in less than 1800 s (on a computer dating from 1993). We must however, remark that our approach,
even if it is much slower, can be adapted easily to handle extra constraints (positional or job completion time constraints)
which cannot be done as naturally with the approach of Fischetti et al. [9].

5.4.2. Problem 1|sij|
∑

Tj
We solved this class of problemwith a branch-and-bound algorithmusing the backward branching rule presented before

in conjunction with the bound given by LP relaxation of DW(T3)tspcliques and DW(T3′)
tsp
cliques. The search tree has been explored

accordingly to the depth until leaf strategy. Furthermore, we have also attempted to directly solve formulation T3 with
cplex9.0 (default parameters with strong branching).

Table 10 gives the CPU time (in s) and the number of nodes required to solve the instances of 1|sij|
∑

Tj described in Rubin
and Ragatz [26]. In this set of problems, there are instances having 15, 25, 35 and 45 jobs. Each instance is characterized by
3 parameters: processing time variance (high (H) or low (L)), tardiness factor (moderate (M) or low (L)), that can be roughly
defined as the proportion of jobs that are late in the sequence, and range of due dates (narrow (N) or wide (W)). We can
therefore expect from an HLW type instance to accept a high degree of variance in its processing time, to have few late
jobs in its optimal solution and to possess a wide range of due dates. Instances for which the optimal solution was already
known are marked with a star whereas those that have been proved optimal here are marked with a double star. As in the
first experiment, all tests have been carried out on a PC with an Intel Pentium 4 processor, 3.40 GHz with 2072 MB main
memory and the code was written using Netgen6.1.

Whenwe look at Table 10,we first note thatwehave been able to solve several problems thatwere still open (11problems
out of 16). It is however important to note that no exact approaches, except the one proposed by Ragatz, described in Tan
et al. [28], have been previously tested on these instances.

What is the best approach for 1|sij|
∑

Tj? Even if no approach completely dominates, the approach DW(T3′) seems to be
the most efficient, or at least the most robust. Only 2 problems not solved with DW(T3′) have actually been solved with
DW(T3)tspcliques (prob705) or T3

cplex (prob603) while approaches T3cplex and DW(T3) failed 8 and 3 times respectively whereas
other approaches succeeded. Approach T3cplex appears to be particularly inefficient for problems with zero tardiness,
while it seems to be the best approach for HMN instances. Results obtained with formulation DW(T3)tspcliques are in general
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Table 11
Zero tardiness instances

Problem DW(T3)tsp DW(T3)
Time Nodes Time Nodes

prob402 2 55 1 13
prob405 1 59 1 14
prob406 1 59 1 14
prob502 161 229 4 25
prob504 7 69 6 34
prob505 7 69 8 25
prob602 258 248 28 41
prob606 588 198 20 34
prob702 2003 375 173 55
prob706 1938 382 131 57

Table 12
Results for difficult instances

nbJobs Problem Type DW(T3′)tsp OPT

Time Nodes

35 prob604 LMW 7613 297 19092∗∗

45 prob703 LMN 109730 639 26506∗∗

45 prob704 LMW 18922 166 15206∗∗

45 prob707 HMN 630085 287 23789∗∗

45 prob708 HMW 170879 530 22807∗∗

disappointing. Adding extra inequalities and using a customized branchingmethod does not seem to be very helpful (except
for instances with zero tardiness). Even worse, adding inequalities for instances with zero tardiness seems to make things
worse, as indicated by Table 11 that compares solution times obtained with and without the use of cuts. This can be partly
explained by the fact that for these instances, adding inequalities cannot be very useful, since in these cases, the integrity
gap is always null.

5.4.3. Solving the difficult instances
In order to solve to optimality the five difficult instances, we decided to run our algorithmwith the bound deduced from

DW(T3′), no time limit, the forward branching rule and this strong upper bound:

z̄ = zbest + 1

where zbest is the best solution known for the instance, which is available on http://depcom.uqac.ca/ c3gagne/.
With this approach, we have been able to solve the last open instances. Table 12 presents the cpu time and the number

of nodes needed to solve these difficult problems to optimality.
We have been able to solve instances prob604 and prob704 in less than 6 h. For prob604, the reduction of solution time

can be attributed to the forward branching rule, while for prob704, it may be attributed to using a strong upper bound. For
the other instances, even if the search trees are small (thanks to strong lower and upper bounds), the cpu times remain
impressive (more than 7 days for prob707. . .). To solve these problems more efficiently, it thus seems crucial to speed-up
the computation of LP relaxation of model DW(T3′).

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have seen how integer programming formulations of the time-dependent traveling salesman problem
can be extended to single machine scheduling problems with sequence dependent setup times, like 1|sij|

∑
Cj and 1|sij|

∑
Tj.

We then showed how these formulations can be strengthened by using results known for the traveling salesman problem
(subtour and 2-matching cuts), the node packing problem (clique cuts) and the vehicle routing problem (Dantzig–Wolfe
reformulation and k-cycle elimination), to finally confirm,with computational experiments, that it often pays to use stronger
lower bounds, especially those obtained with the Dantzig–Wolfe decomposition principle. We have actually been able to
solve some instances with stronger formulations that could not be solved with weaker formulations.

Unfortunately, it is sometimes very difficult to solve LP relaxation of stronger formulations. We think however, that, by
refining the rules used to restrict the state space explored during the column generation pricing problem, one may reduce
solution time dedicated to LP relaxation thus enabling us to explore significantly larger search trees.

Despite this, themodels presented in this paper lead to viable exact algorithms for 1|sij|
∑

Cj and 1|sij|
∑

Tj. Consequently,
it would be interesting to verify if these formulations can also be used to tackle other single machine scheduling problems
with release dates, deadlines and setup costs, such as those studied by Sourd [27] and Baptiste and Le Pape [4].

http://depcom.uqac.ca/c3gagne/
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